
    
We, the Associated Students of Whitworth University, are dedicated to building 
an inclusive and equitable atmosphere by serving the holistic student body. We 

will advocate for the well-being of all students, collaborate with campus 
partners to provide proactive support, and uplift the diverse experiences within 

all aspects of our community.  
  

2021-22 ASWU Meeting Minutes | April 13th, 2022  
  
Attendance:  
Rachel Ayres | President         present  
Chris Clay | Vice President       present 
Abby Douglas | Financial Director      present  
Grant Hill | Communications Director      present  
  
Hannah Sommerville | Campus Activities Coordinator    present  
Georgia Goff| School Spirit Coordinator      present  
Tristy Osbon | Sustainability Coordinator      present 
Aidan Walsh| Senior Class Coordinator      present  
Aeron Sugui | Marketing/PR Coordinator     present  
Sienna Buster| Traditional Events Coordinator    present  
Jenna Breedlove| Spiritual Life Coordinator     absent  
Jessica Lopez-Ramirez | Cultural Events Coordinator    absent 
Jamie Copeland | Club Coordinator      present  
Christian Aguilar | Outreach Coordinator     present  

   
Grace Johnson | Oliver Senator       present  
Katelynn Diaz | Ballard Senator         late  
Adaeze Njoku | Boppell Senator                 present 
Larkin Dean | Duvall Senator        present  
Logan Spencer | Warren Senator       present  
Samie Schaffer | Arend Senator      present  
Kyle Marquez | Baldwin-Jenkins Senator     present 
Reeshika Sharma | Off-Campus Senator        present  
Michael Lie | International Student Senator     present 



Payton Wyatt | Neighborhood Senator     present 
McMillan Senator          proxy 
  
Munya Fashu-Kanu | Off Campus Rep      present 
Marie Fenske | Off Campus Rep      present  
Courtney Cossette | Off Campus Rep     present  
Jamie Furr | Off Campus Rep       present  
Makayla Pugmire | Off Campus Rep      present  
Michelle Lie | Incoming Student Rep      absent 
Elisa Vigil | Incoming Student Rep       present 
Hannah Loesch | Village Rep       present  
 
_____________________________________________________________________________  
Meeting brought to order at 1702.  
  
Rachel: Welcome to the newly elected members. There will be lots of fun to 
come. 
 
Mission statement read by Grace.   
______________________________________________________________________________
  
Motion to Approve Minutes  
Moved by Jamie F, Seconded by Larkin 
  
Discussion:  None  
  
In favor: 17 | Opposed: 0 | Abstaining 0  
Motion passes  
______________________________________________________________________________
  
Club Coordinator Updates  
Jamie C: Today we have Women’s Soccer Club, Association of Minorities in 
STEM, and Beta Alpha Psi for club updates.  
 

- Women’s Soccer Club 
Heather: We are carrying on to next year as well. We have 20 active 
participants, and we usually have between 12-16 players per game.  We usually 
have up to 14 players at each practice. We continuously seek out new players 
outside of the club fairs by putting up posters, posting on Instagram, spreading 
by word of mouth, and setting up our own club table in the HUB.  We are looking 
forward to the fall club fair to see how many freshmen will join our team! For our 
events, we currently have scheduled all our games by communicating with the 
captains of the other schools, picking which location we are playing, scheduling 
the referees, and arranging transportation. In the fall we played five games.  



Eastern twice, Central, Gonzaga, and University of Idaho. In the spring Season 
we have played three games so far.  University of Idaho, Gonzaga, and Central. 
Practices are 2-3 times a week on Omache when weather permits, or inside 
graves gym during colder weather.  Each season we schedule some team 
bonding activities. These can include team dinners at a captain's house, 
bowling, going out to eat, and movie or game nights. In this Spring season we 
also have a WSU tournament in Pullman the weekend of April 22-24, another 
game against Eastern the following weekend too. For Fall 22 league, we are 
planning on joining the West Coast Soccer Association.  We will be playing 
against the schools we have already played, plus some others including Seattle 
University and University of Washington.  There will be a cost to join the league, 
which we already have accounted for in our current budget. 
 
Jamie C: is Tatum the best email? 
 
Heather: Yes, me as well. 
 
Dezy: How would someone go about joining because some residents want to 
be interested but they don’t know where to start for try outs. 
 
Grace: We don’t have try-outs, but anyone is welcome. The best way to reach 
us is Instagram or email. We have a big GroupMe for communications on 
practices and to see how many people can come. 
 
Logan: What is your Instagram? 
 
Grace: @whitworthwomensoccer. If you know anyone interested to try it out let 
us know. We have a form in our bio to start. 
 
 

- Beta Alpha Psi 
Abby: We are a new club and as a reminder it is the accounting club and we 
meet every other Thursday after chapel. We do weekly tutoring on Wednesdays 
from 530-730pm. It is in Weyerhaeuser 303 if you want to come to do homework 
or study whether you are business or not. As mentioned during the chartering, 
the business office took care of our national fees so big thanks to them. They will 
continue to do to that. One update, all people interested in internships or jobs 
got it secured and hooked up in the club. Lots of networking has happened with 
local professionals and firms and tutoring to get volunteer hours at Mt. Spokane 
high schools finance classes. Now we are finishing out the year by passing the 
club to newly elected people and doing transitions.  
 
Jamie C: See Abby for questions. 
 



- Association of Minorities in STEM 
Video played in chambers: https://mywhitworth-
my.sharepoint.com/personal/jcopeland22_my_whitworth_edu/Documents/Atta
chments/20220412_114819.mp4 
 
Jamie C: Esther and Luis are great contacts for the club. 
 
Speaker Requests: 
 

- Environmental Action Coalition: Panel including Warren Seyler, Shawn 
Hatzer, Kara Odegard, and Rose Richardson (April 27th) 

Nate: Some may know from last year that EAC hosted some events on earth 
week. One popular one was a panel with professors talking about climate 
change. It is similar this year, but we are planning on bringing in community 
members in the environmental field and resource management to host a similar 
panel. We are inviting Warren who is a historian in the department of natural 
resources, Shawn who is a forester with the Kalispell tribe, Kara who is a 
sustainability analysis with Spokane, and Rose who works with inland northwest 
land conservancy. We are excited to have them come share with people from 
campus and all can come. There will be lots of perspectives and a good 
conversation with students to get involved with the community.  
 
Abby: Are any of them Whitworth alums? 
 
Nate: I don’t believe so.  
 
Tristy: No 
 
 
Motion to Approve EAC Speaker Request Panel  
Moved by Dezy, Seconded by Larkin 
  
Discussion:   
 
Makayla: I should have asked this, do we know if it is an open Q/A or if there are 
prewritten questions? 
 
Jamie C: I think they come up with questions before and there is a Q/A at the 
end with prewritten questions.  
  
In favor: 17 | Opposed: 0 | Abstaining 1  
Motion passes  
 
 



- Students for Life: Carly Tomaine (May 3rd) 
Sarah: Hi thanks for having me. We want to bring Carly Tomaine to campus. She 
is with leadership institute basically she would be doing a prolife training for our 
club. The focus would be on recruitment and activism. It would be a 3-hour 
event. 
 
Makayla: What type of activism does she advocate? 
 
Sarah: I’m not entirely sure but generally pro-life. Probably some on the 
legislative side and some on debating people and having conversations. 
 
Jason: Is it just for your club or open to all students? 
 
Sarah: It is open to other students and we are also having the Gonzaga students 
for life come because leadership institute wants at least 10 people there and we 
have 5 people consistently at our meetings. 
 
Jamie F: Does Carly plan on doing a Q/A? 
 
Sarah: I’m not sure but I am assuming she is open to questions.  
 
 
Motion to Approve Students for Life Speaker Request- Carly Tomaine 
Moved by Kyle, Seconded by Jamie F 
  
Discussion:   
 
Elisa: I think for one I am in support of the speaker because sometimes pro-life 
conversations are ugly and nasty so this speaker can help students learn how to 
have productive and sincere conversations. 
 
Larkin: I think there is a positive and negative to bringing this speaker. It would be 
a good thing but also, she didn’t seem like she knew what this speaker was 
going to bring for content. It is concerning to approve since we don’t know 
what she will say. 
 
Grace: Regardless of pro-life pro-choice I am concerned about the broad 
nature of the activist training because of what I have seen with certain prolife 
activism, not to say it’s not a great idea. I need more detail about the event 
and speaker and what the training would look like and how it would impact 
them and the Whitworth campus.  
 
Georgia: I have similar concerns. In the past we have had similar clubs bring in 



speakers that said things that didn’t need to be said. I’m not saying this would 
happen but not knowing the topics they are speaking is concerning. 
 
Jamie F: I echo what was said before. A little more information would be helpful 
but if the emphasis is civil discourse, then I’m all for it. 
 
Chris: Touching on the Gonzaga collaboration, I am not against them 
collaborating but I want to know more about the relationship and what 
Gonzaga students want from the event and what Whitworth students want 
because campuses will be impacted differently with the information provided. 
 
Jason: These are common occurrences and trainings held by the club with 
national affiliations. For example, students for life did this same training 4 years 
ago. These are people sent from their national organization to come and talk 
about what is happening nationally and how they can help advance things 
they are talking about. Right now the big thing with students for life program 
and the march for life is how to have difficult conversations in a productive way. 
From what I read in the form it sounds like this is in line with previous trainings 
we’ve seen. It would be the same thing for Gonzaga students. When companies 
send someone out, they have to meet a quota so that’s why it is 10 people and 
the invite was sent to Gonzaga.  
 
Makayla: I would be curious with potentially a friendly amendment is that I 
agree we should advocate all sides of conversations civilly. I agree with some 
sentiments that it would’ve been nice to have more information and context. I 
read the speaker proposal and felt it did not have much dialogue on discourse 
related to who was being invited and the form of publicity that this event has. As 
well as the exact discourse on the event was unclear. It sounded like she has less 
information than I want to know whether if it wasn’t communicated to her or if 
students for life didn’t reach out to get the information, I am not sure. We could 
potentially propose an amendment to get more information on content and 
how they plan to reach out to students. 
 
Jason: Point of information, that would not be a friendly amendment but instead 
a tabling until you get more information vote. 
 
Jamie F: What would that entail? 
 
Jason: Someone proposes to table the vote until a certain time to get more 
information, but you would have to specify the info you are looking for. You 
can’t leave it vague. 
 
Chris: I think it’s important to look at it’s a national speaker and to look at 
national conversations being held because our neighbors in Idaho putting on a 



bill on that effects legislation and abortion access so it is important to see how 
this would have a local or national effect. Have that in your minds as you vote 
for or against. 
 
Christian: I think it is important that in things inherently political that people have 
access to all information to develop opinions. I could see from doing more 
research that this will be an opportunity for the members to this club to get more 
information and we should be encouraging that. 
 
Logan: I agree with Christian. I think it’s a good opportunity for students to learn 
about how to talk about these subjects without insulting people. She is nationally 
approved by leadership institute, and it is accredited, and she is not a wonky 
person from the street. I think we would ask them to advertise to everyone not 
just the 5 people in the club. I think it’s important for the whole campus to learn 
these things. 
 
Georgia: I want to say with regards to concerns I echoed earlier, now with 
Jason’s response I feel more confident. I’m not a voting member but I feel more 
confident for it. I agree with Logan if this passes it needs to be shared and not 
isolated. 
 
Grace: I’m getting confused because lots of people are saying this is good for 
people here which I agree but I feel like their speaker proposal was toward their 
own training rather than hey I’m bringing in a pro-life speaker. I feel like it’s more 
about their training in their club rather than a campus wide conversation. That’s 
where my confusion lies, and I am trying to go back to what it is we are actually 
approving. The information I would like more of is exactly what the activism 
training looks like since it is a divisive issue just to make sure we are uplifting the 
student body. 
 
Rachel: We can extend discussion if we can, but we are circling. 
 
Motion to Extend Discussion by 2 Minutes 
Moved by Makayla, Seconded by Dezy 
  
Discussion:  None  
  
In favor: 15 | Opposed: 1 | Abstaining 2  
Motion passes  
 
Makayla: I spoke to constituents about this and, especially seniors, expressed 
anxious sentiments about the proportion of events we have of pro-life vs pro-
choice and the relationship that fosters on campus in student life. We have a lot 
of pro sexual knowledge on campus, but we lack dialogue about pro-choice. 



Lots of people institutionally are afraid to have dialogue about this. I express 
reluctance as a nonpartisan body to only be approving events that tend to feel 
one sided. I would like to motion to table until we get more information. I don’t 
feel comfortable voting based on my constituents without knowing the full 
content because there can be repercussions and backlash with previous 
trainings, but I would like to see some intentional knowledge about what it looks 
like this year now that we are in person and not restrained by covid. 
 
Motion to Table Discussion until our Next Meeting (4/20) 
Moved by Makayla, Seconded by Grace 
  
Discussion:  None  
  
In favor: 8 | Opposed: 8 | Abstaining 1 
Presidential Vote: Opposed  
Motion denied  
 
Motion to Extend Discussion by 5 Minutes 
Moved by Christian, Seconded by Makayla 
  
Discussion:  None  
  
In favor: 16 | Opposed: 1 | Abstaining 1 
Motion passes 
 
Jamie G: Building off of what Grace said, it’s important since there is more pro-
life events on campus and with the talk of extending to a campus wide event, 
it’s important that ASWU and school administrators don’t make it seem like it is 
our entire stance as ASWU. That could be an issue I see because events are 
posted a lot on ASWU Instagram because it may seem like it is the opinion of 
ASWU. We need to get more pro-choice events on campus. 
 
Jamie C: It is important to recognize this club is not in charge of putting on pro-
choice events. If we want those on campus go to those resources like gen 
action but not this club. They are doing what they are chartered to do. If they 
don’t put this on, they may not be nationally recognized, and this may be 
required to stay in the national organization. It would be great to have a panel 
of pro-choice pro-life people but it’s not what they are mandated to do by the 
national organization but if they wanted to partner with gen action or another 
club they could. This club is not in charge of putting those on campus.  
 
Christian: One goal of ASWU this year is if we want to change something, take 
actions. If there is not enough dialogue, we can set something up to have more 
dialogue. I think we should vote to approve this. Students are taking time to 



learn more and invite people to conversations, and they are promoting 
education. This is them taking the time to educate themselves and learn more. 
 
Logan: What Jamie and Christian said. I agree. I am looking at their speaker 
request right now it says in the description is if for pro-life students at Whitworth. I 
think it is open to everyone with a pro-life stance. Would it be open to people 
who don’t have that stance 
 
Jamie C: It is an open event on campus. 
 
Chris: I’ve seen some situations like this from prior ASWU so pressure you to stay 
away from sustaining. Stand on yourself and your vote on behalf of your 
constituents and reflecting what the campus shows. The reflection of campus is 
not always pretty, and it is important to look at that. If you are voting, please 
think and vote on changes you want to see. 
 
Rachel: Let’s take a second and look at the big picture and zoom out. We are 
having good conversations. Our job right now is to approve a speaker request 
for club training. Our job is not to tell what clubs what to program but to just 
approve the speaker request based on our mission statement and constituents 
talking. I also wanted to touch on something I am thinking about. We talked 
about wanting clubs to advertise differently and while I do agree this event is 
training for club members and open to the campus community, I personally 
don’t feel comfortable micromanaging clubs advertising and it is unfair to tell 
the club to do it a certain way when we don’t do that to others. Remember to 
vote with constituencies and it is one speaker for training. It is big picture. 
 
Aidan: Going off Rachel, it is a club about students for like not pro-choice or this 
or that. From my knowledge I don’t think ASWU goes and posts each club’s 
event that is going on. For ASWU to post a student for life event that would be 
strange. I think it might be controversial, but they are doing what they are 
charted for. We can’t make exceptions for them because we have a different 
view or outlook. It’s a club and an event to all of campus. If students don’t want 
to come, they don’t have to. It’s not an ASWU event it’s a club event. 
 
Aeron: Just to clarify how we advertise, the main ASWU page is where I share 
ASWU events and campus events but not clubs, so it is mainly student success, 
theater, and big organizations. Whit clubs is run by Jamie, and she will report 
things about clubs.  
 
Jamie C: We only repost if they DM us to ask for publicity. 
  
In favor: 12 | Opposed: 5 | Abstaining 1  
Motion passes 



______________________________________________________________________________
  
Financial Director Updates  
Capital: $19,090  
Unallocated: $12,154.60  
Travel: $4,290  
  

- Requisition Deadline Reminder  
Abby: We have some different numbers this time. If every requisition was passed 
this is the totals included with if every credit card transaction goes through. This is 
more up to date. The requisition deadline is April 26th and it is the last one so it is 
a hard deadline because of how voting timelines work if they request over $600.  
 

- Approved Requisitions 
Abby: This is the condensed version. International club got money for the 
graduating seniors gift cards and food. Then $500 for Roundnet club. They are 
hosting a tournament in the spring at a date to come. They got some supplies 
for that. They are trying to make it free. Business club’s annual b-fest BBQ for 
professors and students will be outside WEY with lots of BBQ food. Go play 
cornhole it’s fun. Jamie has weird expenses for random stuff like snacks and club 
council stuff. Aidan’s senior fun day got $550 for a dunk tank, snacks, and prizes. 
Any questions? Also if you got an email about budget committee, keep it on 
your radar. 
  
______________________________________________________________________________
  
President Updates:   
  

- Updates 
Rachel: I have one update for us all this evening. Many know that the VP of DEI 
candidates are on campus, and tomorrow is the last day to attend the Q/A 
where they give presentations. I highly encourage you to go and engage. A 
few of us went to lunch this afternoon with a candidate and she quoted march 
meeting minutes to us. This is the real deal. It is cool someone is looking at what 
we are doing. It’s cool to remember everyone can see this. Well done.  
 
Chris: Remember these are legal documents from the meeting. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________
  
Vice President Updates:   
   

- Election Updates 



Chris: We have the newly elected people in the building. Thank you for running 
for ASWU and we are looking forward to seeing how you lead. Jason is a great 
boss, and you will be trained well and there will be lots of free ASWU swag to 
come. The runoff is tomorrow from 9am-10pm. I’m going to share the results to 
the group chat after for financial director. 
 

- Membership Updates 
Chris: Sadly we have lost some ASWU members. First, a shoutout to what they 
could provide our communities. Secondly, I will speak about who it is. Hans will 
not be Mac senator anymore due to extenuating circumstances. Also Rebecca 
with circumstances she is not with us anymore. We have appreciated what they 
have done for ASWU. If you want to know more reach out to Jason.  
 

- Meal Cards  
Chris: We will provide meal cards to those, prioritized for off campus and 
neighborhoods, who came to the meeting today. They are for Sodexo to eat 
dinner with us as a team.  
 

- Student Highlight  
Chris: Jaydin Ludeman is our student highlight today. She put on an amazing 
event called sense of belonging retreat last Saturday. It was something I wanted 
to put on and figure it out and get involved and this was everything and more 
than I expected. I’m happy it will be included in freshman orientation as a 
requirement to get students engaged on campus and seek communities to be 
involved with. She will get a free Sodexo drink gift card for anywhere on 
campus. 
   
______________________________________________________________________________
Past Events:  
 

- BJ All-Nighter 
Kyle: It was a blast. We had about 40 people. People came and got pizza and 
heart shaped sunglasses. We had a pool tournament and a rave in the 
basement. It was lots of fun and people enjoyed it. 
 
Logan: I didn’t go but we were in the Warren lounge and freshman were hyped 
about the rave. 
 
Elisa: I went the whole time. Kyle did lots of work and great effort. It was 
decorated well, and he made pancakes and breakfast for everyone. 
 
Visitor: Kyle makes bomb pancakes. Not a ton of people stayed the whole time. 
I left at 4:30am. It was well put together and good decorations. 
 



- Off Campus BBQ 
Reeshika: It was nice. We had 130 people come and if you were there you are 
the coolest. If you weren’t, I’m sorry you are not. It was fun and thanks to the 
helpers. It was one of the best events we’ve had. 
 
Dezy: It was awesome and great. Only thing is I didn’t win the squishmallow so I 
think we should do something about that. 
 
Jamie F: I was in charge of the raffle and multiple people bribed me for the 
squishmallow.  
 
Makayla: It was awesome. We were pleasantly surprised to have more than we 
planned. Many people stayed the whole time even though it was cold and over 
20 people stayed to play volleyball and hang. It was rewarding for the campus 
community.  
 

- Pirate Mania 
Georgia: Hi pals. Pirate mania was Monday night, and it went well. We had a 
smaller turnout, but Jason was saying this time of year is difficult to get 
involvement and event interactions. With that being said it was good we had 
115 people. They were fighting over t-shirts and Aeron was an amazing Bessie 
wrangler. They killed together. Patches was there he killed. Captain patches. 
Our supreme leader patches. They did wonderful. There is lots to work on for next 
year but overall a good time. 
 
Jamie F: I know there was slight disappoint on turnout, but my constituents came 
and talked to me and said they had a blast and now expecting one in the 
springtime’s so awesome job for throwing it.  
 
Kenzie: I am mad I didn’t get the squishmallow, but it was great. I had the 
golden parrot. 
 
Marie: The golden parrot idea was great, do it more often. 
 

- Incoming Students Easter Egg Hunt 
Elisa: It went well. Even though it was cold there was still a good turnout. Thanks 
to the helpers for hiding eggs because it took about 45 minutes to hide. People 
liked the music and snacks. The actual hunt was about 5 minutes. Non-
Whitworth students ran off with the golden eggs which was interesting. People 
enjoyed themselves. 
 
Georgia: It was fantastic. I could not be more proud, they executed it well and 
planned ahead. It was evident how excited people were with how quick it 
went. Proud of those two. 



 
Larkin: Lots of people went. I was going to skip class to go. Lots of people loved 
it. It looked fun. 
 
Christina: Great event. If we do it again, we should look for rock and pinecone 
eggs because the loop is maintained so it’s hard to hide them. It would be 
funny. 
______________________________________________________________________________
Upcoming Events:  
 

- Senior Celebration 
Aidan: It is from 5-630pm on April 19th. I need some volunteers for me and 
alumni. First off from 5-6 I need 2-4 people for sparkling cider distribution. Seniors 
probably don’t work this. You will fill up fake champagne glasses with sparkling 
cider. It is in the loop. If you are a senior, spread the word. There is so much free 
stuff. You will get some Whitworth items. 
 
Dezy: Do you need help with other things? 
 
Aidan: I’m good. 
 

- Mario Kart Tournament 
Hannah S: It is in the loop on Friday April 22nd. I need lots of help. It will be fun. I 
need 6 for set up from 530-7 pm and some for snacks and prizes and take down. 
 
Makayla: It is the same day as the Quinn concert. 
 
Tristy: And earth day. 
 

- Neighborhoods Speakeasy/ Open Mic 
Payton: This event is in the KIPOS garden, and the beginning will be an open mic 
and it is very open and encouraged with diversity and whatever you want to do 
or say. QR codes are on the posters to sign up and it will be very chill. There will 
be mocktails and yard games and cookies and veggie trays and walk the 
garden and say hi to the chickens. I don’t think I need help but mark your 
calendars for the 23rd from 3-5pm. 
 

- Senior Fun Day 
Aidan: It is April 24th as I said, and I will need volunteers, but I still don’t know the 
times. I am ordering more activities. Maybe about 14 volunteers during the 
afternoon time. Signups to come. 
 

- Earth Week 



Tristy: If you thought your calendars were needed, you need them now too. The 
22nd is earth day and EAC is going to the climate march downtown from 1:45-
4pm. It starts at the pavilion. There will be speakers and then we are marching a 
couple blocks. We are making signs at the EAC meeting on Tuesday from 5-6pm 
during senior celebration unfortunately. We are carpooling or riding the bus so 
tell your constituents. The following week is earth week events. I went over 
details last week. Sun the 24th is sidewalk chalk on the hello walk. Monday is a 
clothing swap and garden workday at Kipos. Come plant things and exchange 
clothes for free. Tuesday is the environmental vigil worship night partnering with 
hosanna ministries at 9pm. The climate panel is Wednesday at 7pm. Trivia night is 
on Friday at 7pm. We are planting a lilac grove with the new building on 
Saturday.  
 
Chris: This information is on the calendar. 
 
Tristy: Come get free prizes, Chaco’s, and plants. The shoe not tacos. 
 

- Duvall Drive-In 
Larkin: Duvall Drive-in is April 29th from 8-10pm on the Duvoliver lawn. We got our 
movie which is Megamind. I was wanting that one. Mark your calendars. The 
event includes snacks and drinks while supplies last. Bring blankets and tell a 
friend. I don’t think I need help but I will let you know. It’s simple and easy 
 

- Second Chance Prom 
Sienna: We are out of tickets which I’m sure you know. You would think it is good 
but not for me. First of all you will all hear that we ran out so thanks for dealing 
with people complaining in advance. Tell people to email or text me with 
concerns. It is on April 30th and we already signed up. If you are not working, 
hopefully you got tickets.  
 
Makayla: Do you have a system if someone took a ticket and didn’t show up? 
 
Sienna: I am thinking about a post on social media. We gave more tickets than 
capacity. The event capacity is 300 and I gave out 360 tickets because not 
everyone will be there at the same time and not everyone will go. People can 
pass tickets on if they want. If there is no more tickets, tell them sorry or send 
them to me. 
 
____________________________________________________________________________  
Constituency Reports   
   
Neighborhoods:  
Payton: More people are busy, and everyone is optimistic about life and getting 
through the thick of it. 



  
Ballard:   
Katelynn: Not present 
  
Boppell:   
Dezy: We are cute. Lately cookies are being made and snacks and they are 
leaving them for people to take which was sweet. someone went to Crumbl 
and left 3-4 cookies. I took one it was very sweet, so I don’t know if I like Crumbl. 
Me and Hannah are in the planning stages of an event. Details to come. 
  
Duvall:   
Larkin: We are ready for easter break. We had an incident with residents 
bringing logs into the dorm. I don’t know why, and they built a tree in the 
basement. That was cool and brought positivity into the dorm but then the RAs 
chucked it out. We have an Easter egg hunt happening inside Duvall. People 
are stealing eggs from each other. We are slowly getting to the weekend and 
hoping for sun soon. 
  
Oliver:   
Grace: Oliver residents are doing well. A couple of my residents participated in 
elections which is very exciting. There is excitement over easter break, warm 
weather, and summer plans solidifying. That’s all I have to report on. 
  
Arend:  
Samie: We are looking forward to break especially freshmen. We are hanging in 
there. There is lots of excitement about my event and details to come. We are 
having lots of people hanging in the dorms and someone brought out giant 
bean bags into the lounge. 
  
Baldwin-Jenkins:  
Kyle: As one loves to hear of the tales of BJ, it has been a dreary time in BJ. 
Everyone is very overwhelmed with homework, and I’ve never seen so many 
people quietly working in the lounges in BJ.  There are some hours of the night 
where it’s a party. Overall everyone is doing okay and trying to power through. 
 
Incoming Student Reps:  
Elisa: We are okay. People are finished registering for classes. It was nice to see 
students on campus for Bucs Bound because it was online last year. We are 
working hard to finish the year strong. People are ready to see families and to 
be sophomores or juniors/seniors if they transferred. 
  
Off Campus:   



Reeshika: We are doing good. Some off campus people say they are not doing 
good. People are happy about the BBQ and thanks to my team. We are ready 
for easter and summer.  
 
The Village:  
Hannah L: We are doing good. People are studying and going outside even 
though it is cold. 
 
Warren:   
Logan: We are alright. Lots of late-night snacks runs and crying about 
homework. We are stressed for this week since it is a busy time. We possibly 
might be having an easter egg coloring event this Saturday and making 
banana pancakes. There is a lot of sadness with weather. We are ready for 
spring, and we are not liking this funky weather. We are ready for sun and no 
cold and wind is okay but not really. 
 
International Students:   
Michael: We are doing great. The deadline for taxes is next week. I am hosting 
events these next few weeks with updates to come.  
 
Stewart:  
Not present 
 
MacMillan:  
Christian: Last week has been interesting. People are sad to see Hans go but we 
are supporting him. Elections have been exciting. Luke posted great campaign 
photos and it’s been exciting to see him step into that role. People are excited 
that he ran. Last Friday we did an open house event thinking about rooms for 
the housing lottery. We played lots of games. Luke helped with that. We are 
excited to get outside and be doing things as things are warming up like Didier’s 
and Frisbee. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Campus Vibes   
Jamie C: Abby was talking about spike ball earlier. Sign-ups are due April 24th at 
1pm with prizes for top 3 teams. It is on Omache so look at Instagram if 
interested. 
 
Christian: All of you should have received an email for current members last 
week about the service project. If you didn’t, I’ll resend it. Peaceful valley 
cleanup with the city council is April 29th from 3-430pm and if you want to stay 
for dinner and t-shirts, it is from 430-6pm. The link for signing up is individual if you 
didn’t get that let me know. There are 14 spots left. I know we are busy so if you 
can’t make it I get it but I encourage you to be there. If you are thinking of 



doing work locally it is a great networking opportunity since city council will be 
there. Are you doing tabling for run offs Chris? 
 
Chris: No 
 
Hannah S: I will have posters in mailboxes tomorrow at the latest to hang up for 
the Mario kart tournament.  
 
Chris: Psych students are holding research evidence-based surveys so take those 
to support them. Some are focusing on stress and anxiety with financials and 
Whitworth. It is good info for administration. There is a Ramadan event in the ISC 
Thursday April 21st at 730pm where we are breaking fast and meeting together 
to eat and pray. Extend the offer to your constituents. The career fair is 
Wednesday May 4th from 2-730pm in the MPR with more info from an act six 
scholar. 
 
Tristy: On the 23rd there is SIRC happening which is for undergraduate research. 
Lots of Whitworth students present research and we would love for you to come 
and hear about our research. Also on the 22nd and 23rd we are doing help for 
creation care conference at the St. John cathedral. You don’t have to have 
faith. Dr. Moo is speaking and Nate to hear about different things and learn 
more. There is a fee, but I can help with that, so let me know if you are 
interested. 
 
Samie: I’m holding an event on April 24th from 6-8pm in the loop. It will be 
outdoor games for everyone. All are invited and there will be snacks, music, and 
if you have dietary requests or music requests to play let me know. It will be Spike 
ball, Jenga, and cornhole. Tell your constituents. 
 
Jamie G: Congrats to Reeshika for a good race. I am excited to be one of your 
constituents next year.  
 
Jamie C: Psi Chi is putting on a fundraiser for Ukrainian children and it is going to 
be on May 7th and they are trying to raise 500 dollars to give children safe 
access to water, protection, healthcare, and food. The QR code is on Instagram 
with the psychology club. 
 
Logan: There is a track meet tomorrow at 2pm. It is our last home one. 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________  
Shoutouts  
 
Larkin: Shoutout to Aeron, he helped me put a poll together on Instagram and it 
was perfect for the drive in. I get to order a movie soon.  



 
Rachel: Shoutout to off campus team, well done on Sunday. Shoutout to Jason 
you don’t get enough recognition. You are always on the go for so long and we 
appreciate you for lots that you do for this week, and we are thankful for how 
you work to support students. Shoutout to the two incoming student reps. It was 
a well-planned event and well thought through. The FRF was there with tables 
up and we appreciate that. Shoutout to the SEC for all the work with elections 
and Chris for keeping it under control. I appreciate you all and how you are 
pouring into the community.  
 
Christina: Echoing Rachel’s shoutouts. Shoutout to the SEC and Chris for your 
hard work and shoutout to all that ran. It’s a lot of work.  
 
Georgia: Shoutout to everyone who helped with my event. I sent a thank you 
email but thanks again. 
 
Kyle: Shoutout to Elisa and everyone helping with the BJ all-nighter. Elisa kept me 
awake for too long. 
 
Jamie F: Shoutout to Jason, he loaned his truck so I could help with two events in 
the last two days. Congrats to the new elected members.  
 
Chris: Shoutout to the SEC members and people who are elected. It would not 
have been successful without you all. Shoutout to the exec team and Abby for 
organizing budget committee.  
 
Logan: Shoutout the Hawaiian club for the Luau it will be bomb as heck. Go get 
tickets and be prepared for bomb food. General admin is $30 for performance 
and food. If you want performance but no meal, it’s 10 dollars 
 
Jason: I have lots of appreciation for those who participated in various searches 
this semester including the VPDEI search. Thanks for participating, it is important 
to get student voices on these searches and asking good questions to be part of 
the solutions. 
 
Motion to Adjourn Meeting  
Motion by Larkin, Seconded by logan 
In favor:  15 | Opposed: 0 | Abstaining 0  
Motion passes  
Meeting adjourned: 1822 
  
 


